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Abstract 

Studies carried out during the past 45 years on the effects of  chronic low-frequency 

stimulation on skeletal muscle have revealed a multiplicity of adaptive changes of muscle 

fibres in response to increased activity. As reflected by induced changes in the metabolic 

properties, protein profiles of the contractile machinery and elements of the Ca
2+

-regulatory 

system, all essential components of the muscle fibre undergo pronounced changes in their 

properties that ultimately lead to their reversible transformation from fast-to-slow phenotype. 

The chronic low-frequency stimulation experiment thus allows exploring many aspects of the 

plasticity of mammalian skeletal muscle. Moreover it offers the possibility of elucidating 

molecular mechanisms that remodel phenotypic properties of a differentiated post-mitotic cell 

during adaptation to altered functional demands. The understanding of the adaptive potential of 

muscle can be taken advantage of for repairing muscle damage in various muscle diseases. In 

addition it can be used to prevent muscle wasting during inactivity and aging. Indeed, 

pioneering studies are still the sound grounds for the many current applications of Functional 

Electrical Stimulation and for the related research activities that are still proposed and funded. 
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 The present paper is not a comprehensive review but it 

was written to illustrate findings that show the dynamic 

state of skeletal muscle fibers. Early studies on rabbit 

soleus muscle had shown that the maintenance of 

phenotypic properties depended on activity.
1
 Further 

development of this observation lead to experiments 

that used externally applied electrical stimulation.
1,2

 The 

application of this technique provided an opportunity to 

study the phenotypic adaptability of the terminally 

differentiated muscle fibre. The purpose of this article is 

not to provide a review of all the observations made 

since but rather to show the evolution of ideas that have 

contributed to the notion of muscle plasticity. 

The term plasticity of muscle has been coined during 

the preparation of an international symposium held at 

the University of Konstanz in September 1979.
3
 The 

topics that were treated included the heterogeneity of 

muscle as a tissue, the programme of its ontogeny and 

differentiation, and the regulation of its properties by 

innervation, use, hormones and modulation of neural 

input. The state of the art on these subjects was such 

that the time was ripe to bring together scientists from 

various disciplines to discuss these issues. 

It has been known for a long time that mammalian 

muscle fibres are not all the same but differ in their 

various properties.
4-6

 The problem of understanding the 

significance of this diversity for the organization of 

motor control had been highlighted in the last century 

by studies of Henneman and his colleagues who 

discovered that motoneurones supplying particular types 

of muscle fibres are specialized.
7
 Those motoneurones 

that supply slow and fatigue resistant muscle fibres have 

a lower threshold and are more active, whereas 

motoneurones to muscle fibres that contract and relax 

fast have a high threshold and are therefore less active. 

The relationship between the motoneurone and muscle 

fibres it supplies was most clearly illustrated by Eccles 

and co-workers in the early 60th by their cross re-

innervation experiments.
8
 The mechanism as to how 

motoneurones control muscle properties was not clear at 

that time but has been attributed to a special trophic 

influence of the motor nerve on muscle. An alternative 

proposal that could explain these observations, was that 

re-innervating the muscle with an alien nerve, had 

altered its activity pattern. This interpretation was 

supported by tenotomy experiments on rabbit soleus 
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muscle which changed the activity pattern of the muscle 

without altering its innervation. Returning the 

continuous activity of the soleus nerve to the silenced 

tenotomised muscle by electrical stimulation restored 

the slow time course of contraction.
1
 It was concluded 

from these experiments that the continuous impulse 

activity normally present in postural soleus muscle, is 

responsible for the slow time course of contraction and 

relaxation of this muscle. 

Due to the initiative of Ernest Gutmann and Sidney 

Hilton, Gerta and Dirk met at this stage, and decided to 

join forces to elucidate this programme. Their encounter 

and collaboration turned out to be chance and necessity. 

The data reported here is mainly derived from that 

collaboration and should not be considered a 

comprehensive review as most of this has been covered 

by several reviews.
9-11 

Earlier studies on energy metabolism in functionally 

distinct muscles had led to the definition of specific and 

constant proportions in the enzyme activity patterns. 

These findings supported the notion that energy supply 

is adjusted to specific functional demands of different 

muscles.
12

 The analysis of enzyme activity patterns, 

therefore, represented an appropriate tool to investigate 

metabolic specialization of muscles and other tissues.
13

 

The application of this approach to cross re-innervated 

muscles in rabbit showed pronounced changes in the 

enzyme patterns matching the induced functional 

changes.
14

 Similar metabolic changes were described in 

cross re-innervated muscles of cat and rat.
15-17

 

Nevertheless, it was clear that these experiments did not 

provide an answer that distinguished between the 

hypotheses of trophic factors or activity regulating 

muscle properties. 

The development of new implantable materials then 

allowed examining the hypothesis that activity is 

responsible for determining muscle properties by means 

of the chronic stimulation experiment. Electrodes were 

implanted either side of the peroneal nerve in one leg of 

anesthetized rabbits. The electrodes were then 

connected to a stimulating device and impulses of 

supramaximal intensity at 10 Hz were delivered to the 

nerve. This frequency pattern resembled that of 

motoneurones innervating the soleus muscle. This did 

not cause discomfort to the animal. Contractile 

properties of the stimulated tibialis anterior (TA) and 

extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles were 

examined at various time intervals using conventional 

physiological methods. Within two to four weeks, the 

stimulated muscle became more slowly contracting.
1,2 

At this stage Gerta and Dirk started their collaboration 

and together they examined enzyme profiles of 

stimulated and control muscles. In these studies, a 

profound re-arrangement of enzyme activity and 

isozyme patterns confirmed that prolonged slow 

frequency (10 Hz) activity imposed on fast muscles that 

were normally getting their energy from breakdown of 

glycolytic pathways, induced their transformation 

towards a slow-oxidative muscle. 

At that time, the interpretation of our results was not 

readily accepted by the scientific community that 

favoured the idea of trophic factors released from the 

nerve being responsible for determining muscle 

properties
.8
 Even at that time this view was challenged 

by A.F. Huxley who suggested that the slow frequency 

activity of slow motoneurones induces a vibratory stress 

to fast muscles that elicits the change from fast to slow 

phenotype (l.c. Buller et al. 1960).
8 

The dramatic transformation of adult differentiated fast 

glycolytic  muscle fibres into slow oxidative ones by 

altered activity inspired us to use this experimental 

model to study not only the potential of this tissue to 

adjust to activity but also to unravel the mechanisms by 

which such changes are induced. 

Chronic low-frequency stimulation as an 

experimental model 

In addition to establishing the physiological importance 

of activity as a decisive factor in determining muscle 

properties, chronic nerve stimulation of fast muscle at 

low frequency provided an excellent model for studying 

the time course of activity-induced changes. In other 

words, the stimulation experiment allowed us to follow 

changes of cellular re-organization in a differentiated 

post-mitotic tissue during its transition from a relatively 

stable to an altered state induced by new functional 

demands. It also enabled us to investigate both, the 

hierarchy and the sequence of changes at different levels 

of cellular organization and, establish the full range of 

adaptation during the transition from a fast to a slow 

muscle, and finally propose a mechanism that initiated 

this change. 

Another advantage of the stimulation experiment was 

that all motor units of the target muscle were 

simultaneously activated by the same pattern of activity. 

The unstimulated contralateral muscles served as an 

intra-animal control. Systemic influences such as stress, 

changes in hormone homeostasis, etc., would thus 

equally affect stimulated and contralateral control 

muscles. Analyses of time-dependent changes of 

chronic low-frequency stimulation (CLFS), demanded 

standardization of the experimental set-up so as to 

create reproducible conditions regarding patterns, 

intensity and duration of activity transmitted to the 

target muscle. This was achieved by developing a 

method of tele-stimulation.
18

 

In the following text, effects of CLFS on selected 

properties of muscle fibres in response to this new type 

of activity are described. Apart from functional tests, 

our studies included energy metabolism, contractile and 

regulatory proteins of the myofibrillar apparatus and the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum. These objects were chosen in 

the hope to elucidate both the hierarchy and sequence of 

changes that would help to explain the mechanisms 

underlying the adaptive potential of the muscle. 
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Metabolic transformation 

The metabolic transformation of rabbit fast-twitch 

muscles (EDL, TA) exposed to low-frequency 

stimulation (CLFS) was characterized by increases of 

enzyme activities involved in aerobic-oxidative 

metabolism and simultaneous decreases in 

glycogenolytic and glycolytic metabolic capacities.
19-23

 

Twenty eight days after the onset of stimulation 

glycogenolytic and glycolytic capacities decreased to 

~40% of their control values, while there was an almost 

8-fold increase in mitochondrial volume density. The 

relative activities of soluble and membrane-bound 

enzymes of aerobic oxidative metabolism (the citric 

acid cycle, fatty acid oxidation) remained unaltered 

although their absolute activity levels increased by 5-8-

fold.
22

  

An even greater increase was seen in ß-hydroxybutyrate 

dehydrogenase, a structure-bound mitochondrial 

enzyme. In contrast, glycerolphosphate oxidase, another 

mitochondrial structure-bound enzyme representing the 

mitochondrial part of the glycerolphosphate shuttle, 

markedly decreased and paralleled the changes in 

glycolytic capacity. These results taken together, 

suggest that not only was there an increase in 

mitochondria but also a change of their composition.  

Stimulation of fast muscles also induced an early and 

pronounced increase in capillary density.
24

 The study of 

the time course of this increase compared to that of 

succinate dehydrogenase (a marker for mitochondria) 

revealed that the change in capillary density preceded 

that in aerobic-oxidative capacity.
25

 An improved 

oxygen supply provided by the capillaries thus might 

have induced the increase in mitochondria. 

Contractile proteins 

The altered time course of contraction after CLFS had 

indicated a change in the contractile machinery of the 

muscle. This was confirmed by qualitative 

histochemistry of myofibrillar ATPase activity. 

Stimulated muscles displayed a greater proportion of 

fibres histochemically classified as slow (type I).
20,21,26

 

Subsequent studies showed alterations in the 

composition of myofibrillar proteins in whole muscle 

and in single fibre extracts. The myosin isoform 

patterns, both at the levels of light (MLC) and heavy 

(MHC) chains were shifted towards slower isoforms. 

The time course of these changes in rabbit muscle 

suggested a sequential exchange of fast with slow 

isoforms in the order of MHCIId, MHCIIa, MHCI. This 

sequence was confirmed in single fibre studies that also 

showed appearance of hybrid fibre types co-expressing 

several MLC and MHC isoforms.
27,28

 Expression 

patterns of MHC isoforms, both at the levels of mRNA 

and protein in single fibres at different stages of 

transformation displayed a greater variability at the 

mRNA than that at the protein level.
28

 The coexistence 

of different mRNA isoforms in the same fibre was not 

always seen at the protein level, indicating that the 

switch from transcription to translation is likely to be 

separately controlled. 

Studies of the time course of MHC isoform transitions 

performed on rat muscle provided similar results. 

However in rats, the fastest fibres in EDL and TA 

muscles are type IIB which contain MHCIIb.
29

 When 

exposed to CLFS, these fibres are first transformed into 

type IID and successively type IIA. Considering the 

results from both, rat and rabbit muscle, the fast-to-slow 

transition isoforms occurs in an orderly manner so that 

MHCIIb -> MHCIId -> MHCIIa -> MHCI.  

During these fibre transitions, isoforms initially present 

in the fibre were replaced by newly synthesised 

isoforms which resulted in the transitory appearance of 

hybrid fibres containing more than one MHC isoform. 

As documented by single fibre analysis, the complete 

sequence of fast-to-slow transitions was as follows: 

MHCIIb -> MHCIIb/IId -> MHCIId -> MHCIId/IIa -> 

MHCIIa -> MHCIIa/I -> MHCI. 

Depending on the initial phenotype of the fibre, the 

CLFS-induced fast-to-slow transitions differ between 

fibres. This has been revealed by single fibre analyses.
30

 

These changes are reversible as most CLFS-induced 

changes studied so far. The direction of the arrows in 

the above scheme can be reversed. Therefore, 

discontinuing stimulation presents the possibility for the 

study of slow-to-fast transitions.
31-33

 

As illustrated in studies on rat muscle, the initial change 

of the transformation consisted of a repression of 

MHCIIb. Its decay was faster at the mRNA than at the 

protein level. The corresponding half-lives amounted to 

approximately 3 days for the mRNA and 11 d for the 

protein which indicated a rapid re-modelling of the 

myofibrillar apparatus in response to increased 

activity.
33

 Newly synthetized MHCIId and MHCIIa 

replacing MHCIIb, were traced in rat TA muscle by 

measuring protein synthesis by 
35

S-methionine 

incorporation. Increases in synthesis of MHCIId and 

MHCIIa occurred as soon as two days after stimulation 

onset.
34

 This data supported our notion that changes in 

MHC isoform expression are early processes in 

response to the altered activity 

Ca
2+

-regulatory proteins 

Fast-to-slow transformation included also exchanges of 

fast with slow isoforms of the regulatory proteins at the 

level of the thin filament. Due to the greater number of 

isoforms, especially in the case of troponin with three 

fast and two slow isoforms, the fast-to-slow transitions 

proved to be more complex. Nevertheless, the time 

course studies showed that the shift from fast to slow 

occurred in a manner coordinated with that of the MHC 

isoforms.
35

 

The major changes in the protein profile of the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) consisted of an exchange 

of the fast SERCA1 with the slow SERCA2 Ca
2+

-

ATPase isoform. This exchange paralleled the fast-to-

slow transition at the stage from MHCIIa to MHCI.
36
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The switch in SERCA isoforms was preceded by a 

partial (40-50%) inactivation of the ATPase activity
37-39 

due to protein oxidation and nitration of tyrosyl groups 

of the enzyme.
40

 Both processes may contribute to the 

prolonged relaxation in the stimulated muscle. In 

addition to these alterations of Ca
2+

-ATPase, other 

proteins were also affected. These included pronounced 

decreases (~60%) in the levels of ryanodine receptor, 

dihydropyridine receptor, sarcalumenin, and triadin. 

Calsequestrin displayed only a small decrease of 

~20%.
36

 

Parvalbumin, a cytosolic Ca
2+

-binding protein present 

only in fast-twitch fibres, was decreased rapidly during 

CLFS. Its decay in rabbit muscle paralleled the first step 

(MHCIId to MHCIIa) of the fast-to-slow transition in 

MHC isoforms.
41

 Loss of parvalbumin may, therefore, 

explain the early changes in relaxation speed.  

These early changes of proteins involved in Ca
2+

-uptake 

indicated alterations in intracellular Ca
2+

-dynamics. 

These changes might induce alterations in gene 

expression related to Ca
2+

-dependent signalling. Indeed, 

measurements of Ca
2+

 transients in single fibres isolated 

from rat EDL muscle exposed to CLFS showed an 

instantaneous ~2.5-fold increase in resting Ca
2+

 which 

was maintained during the entire period of 10 days of 

stimulation.
42

 This value was in the range characteristic 

of slow-twitch fibres from soleus muscle. There was 

also a transitory increase of the integral Ca
2+ 

per pulse 

with a maximum (~5-fold) after 1 day. Steep decreases 

in the rate constant of Ca
2+

-decay could be explained by 

an immediate impairment of the Ca
2+

-uptake and by an 

additional loss of Ca
2+

-binding capacity, most likely due 

to the decay in parvalbumin. 

It has been shown that the expression of specific protein 

patterns in distinct muscle fibre types is under the 

control of Ca
2+

-dependent signalling. Sustained 

increases of resting Ca
2+

 levels have been shown to 

activate transcription of slow fibre-specific proteins 

mediated by a calcineurin-dependent pathway.
43

 An 

impairment of Ca
2+

-uptake in the stimulated muscle by 

the early partial inactivation of the SR Ca
2+

-ATPase, 

and the decrease in cytosolic Ca
2+

-binding capacity 

(parvalbumin) are likely to be responsible for the 

increased levels of resting Ca
2+

 and the activation of 

molecules controlling the slow phenotype.  

The impairment of Ca
2+

-uptake that preceded the 

SERCA1 to SERCA2 transition, may, however, not 

only result from the above mentioned mechanisms but 

may also be due to a compromised energy state of the 

stimulated muscle fibre. In fact, measurements of the 

ATP phosphorylation potential [ATP/ADPfree] in whole 

muscle and single fibres revealed an almost 

instantaneous drop after stimulation onset.
28,44

 The ATP 

phosphorylation potential remained for up to 50 days of 

stimulation at ~50% of that in unstimulated muscle. The 

drop in the phosphorylation potential was accompanied 

by an almost instantaneous decrease in force production 

which was reduced to 28% of the control immediately 

after the onset of stimulation and gradually recovered 

during the following 10 days.
44,45

 The recovery of force 

was most likely brought about by the metabolic 

transformation, i.e. the improved energy supply via 

aerobic-oxidative pathways. 

Consistent with this is the finding that lowering the 

cellular phosphorylation potential by other means, such 

as by administration of a creatine analogue, has also 

been shown to shift myosin isoform expression towards 

the slow phenotype, but these changes were less 

complete than those brought about by CLFS.
46,47

 The 

instantaneous effects of CLFS thus affect at least two 

major elementary functions of the muscle fibre, its 

energy state and its Ca
2+ 

homeostasis. These may be the 

initial signals effecting signalling pathways controlling 

the expression of phenotypic properties in various 

compartments of the muscle fibre. 

In summary, these and other results of the multiple 

effects of CLFS demonstrate the value of this 

experimental set-up for studying muscle plasticity and 

its regulatory mechanisms. In our opinion, this model 

has not been fully exploited and offers unique 

possibilities for studies of regulatory processes 

underlying muscle plasticity. Such studies need a 

multidisciplinary approach as shown in the present 

report. 

Application of electrical stimulation to treatment 

of neuromuscular disorders 

Results of experiments on mutant mice suffering from 

severe muscle weakness (C7BL dy/2J/dy2J), show that 

a particular pattern of activity imposed upon their 

muscles by stimulation of their nerve reduces the rate of 

deterioration of their muscles. These mutant mice have 

a defect of laminin alpha 2 (Lama 2) gene.
48

 CLFS of 

their leg muscles lead to a reduction of the rate of loss 

of force and muscle bulk that is typical in these 

animals.
49,50

 Moreover, CLFS reversed the changes in 

enzyme activities caused by the disease in these 

dystrophic mice.
51

 

The encouraging results obtained on animal models led 

to attempts to investigate the effects of CLFS in patients 

suffering from Duchenne muscular dystrophy. 

Consistent with the results on mice, the results showed 

that electrical stimulation reduces the rate of 

deterioration of ankle dorsi-flexors and quadriceps 

muscles, provided the stimulation was started before the 

muscles became excessively weak. The frequency at 

which the muscles were stimulated was of critical 

importance for only stimulation at 10 Hz or less had a 

beneficial effect, while frequencies of 30 Hz or more 

enhanced the deterioration of the muscles.
52,53

  

With the development of methods that attempt treatment 

of muscle diseases by trying to correct the genetic fault 

by exon skipping (Duchenne muscular dystrophy) or by 

interfering with the splicing mechanism of the cell by 

antisense oligonucleotides (SMA) it may be beneficial 

to induce prior to treatment a situation where the 
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affected muscle is already undergoing changes in gene 

expression by CLFS-induced alterations in 

transcriptional and/or epigenetic regulation. 

Finally, other effects of electrical stimulation such as 

increases of capillary density and blood flow, may allow 

better access of any substance to target muscles. An 

additional change contributing to an altered 

responsiveness of the muscle, might relate to the 

increase in satellite cell activation under influence of 

low-frequency stimulation.
54

 

These few suggestions point out the possibilities of 

using stimulation induced changes either on their own 

or in combination with other therapeutic interventions 

for treatment of neuromuscular disorders. It is surprising 

that these approaches have so far not been used, 

particularly in view of extensive evidence that electrical 

stimulation of human muscle is efficient as judged by 

biochemical and functional criteria,
55

 and has recently 

been so widely and successfully used for rehabilitation 

of various conditions.
56

 These include procedures used 

for the maintenance of muscle function after spinal cord 

injury,
57

 denervation,
58

 and aging.
59,60

 These important 

results also provided evidence that in human muscles 

electrical stimulation was able to reverse many of the 

degenerative changes that follow denervation.
58,61

 As a 

consequence of these beneficial effects patients were 

able to use their muscles during locomotion and 

counteract the effects of aging and long term inactivity. 
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